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(Prior to the meeting, Sohrab spoke to the group of the fact that old issues 
seem to be arising for most people; ones that you think you have already dealt 
with and worked out.

He emphasized that these were generally remnants of old issues; perhaps a 
few aspects that had not been assimilated. He urged the group to face them 
and deal with them.  He also urged everyone to be very conscious of dealing 
with these issues from ‘who you are today’; and not from ‘who you were when 
you initially dealt with them’.)

Greetings!

Let us add to what he had just said.  Just as you may experience a 
re-visitation of old issues, you may also experience a re-visitation of 
physical symptoms that have troubled you in the past.   Do not be alarmed 
by this.



Let us say that you have a perennial issue with the lower back.   We suggest 
that, if this re-occurs, you tune in and ask the self, “What issue is trapped in 
this area right now that I need to re-examine?”  Do not stick to your 
book-knowledge.  During this time period, the issues trapped in a certain 
body part need not necessarily correspond to what you have learnt. 

You know, for example, that the lower back is often associated with ‘fear’.  
Your current lower back pain could be caused by an aspect of fear that you 
have never before examined, or it could be something entirely different; 
possibly an issue that is never associated with this area of the body.  So use 
your intuition and trust it.

The reason it now appears to be so ‘haphazard’ is because the body is 
changing frequency at all times.  Energies are being transferred, space to 
space, for personal upgrades.  An issue, for example, that may be generally 
associated with the shoulders may have moved to the lower back.  So learn 
to use your intuition and keep pace with the body.

This also applies to when you work on another person, either with hands-on 
or long-distance healing.  Use your intuition about them, and pass on the 
knowledge.

BLESSINGS FROM ARCHANGEL URIEL.

(Sohrab shifts energies)

Greetings!

Today we will speak of certain astronomical events that are taking place; 
ones you will not yet see on the net.  These are taking place as we speak.

A new physical planet has appeared in a region of deep space, close to your 
solar system.  This is one that has not yet been discovered by your 
scientists; but it will, over time…possibly during the next 6 months. 

This planet is extremely energetically powerful, and its energetic 



emanations are beginning to affect the human race, along with all the other 
kingdoms of Planet Earth.   We suggest that all of you begin to tune into it.  
Familiarize yourselves with its magnificent new energies.  This is of 
particular importance to those of you who are astrologers, as its energies 
will affect your future calculations.

This planet naturally has no ‘given earth name’, as it has yet to be officially 
discovered; yet it is one of tremendous light.  Its powerful magnetic 
frequencies are beginning to affect all aspects of magnetism on Planet 
Earth. 

The North and South Poles are vibrating with new energies. Crystals on 
earth are now releasing a new and upgraded pulse.  All metals, both raw 
and crafted ones, are vibrating with a new frequency.   And this magnetism 
is also affecting your physical bodies.  The areas that are the most 
susceptible to these frequencies are the brain, pituitary and pineal glands. 

These magnetic frequencies are also affecting time.  Time, as you know it, is 
now moving in a seemingly erratic manner. 

You may recall that, at a prior session, we had informed you that the human 
race is now living in an 11-12 hour day.   You still think that you exist in a 
24-hour day, but your clocks are actually moving about twice as fast as they 
did a hundred years ago.  You therefore absorb and disseminate knowledge 
twice as fast as your ancestors did.   Everything moves at double speed.

Now, with these new energies, even this is going to change.  There will be 
periods in which time slows down and others in which it speeds up.   This 
will naturally affect you mentally, physically and emotionally.

At times, for example, your hair and nails will suddenly grow faster, or 
slower, than normal.  Your digestive processes may change rhythms, along 
with your breath and heart-rate.

Similarly, there will be periods in which you absorb and assimilate 
information and knowledge very quickly, and others in which you will 
suddenly slow down.  There will be periods in which you notice a sudden 



spurt in your brain activity and creative processes. 

In short, you will notice crests and troughs of time.  Certain days, or 
portions of a day, will appear to speed up, and you may feel incredibly active 
and productive.  At other times you will feel time dragging by, and you may 
experience boredom and lethargy.  We urge you to acknowledge this and to 
work with time, rather than against it.

On days when time speeds up, push yourselves to accomplish all that you 
can.  Enjoy the speed and ‘surf the wave’ of time.  And on the days when it 
calms down, go with this rhythm and work at a more leisurely pace.  Enjoy 
the ‘breathing space’.

An unspoken question from you is, “Can’t we manipulate time?”

Yes, you can; and we will teach you to do so ‘in time’.  But for now, we 
suggest that you align with the external frequency.  First learn to identify the 
ebb and flow of time.

Please remember that this ebb and flow of time is not necessarily going to 
match a 24-hour day.   Just a few hours in a day may speed up, and the next 
few hours may slow down.  Learn to keep pace with it.

With the effect of this planet’s magnetic effects on your mental, physical 
and emotional bodies, along with its effects on time, one thing you will all 
need is frequent periods of rest. 

We cannot stress this enough.  We are aware that most of you have a hectic 
daily schedule and do not have this luxury, but we suggest that you find a 
way to create the necessary periods of rest.

Your sleep cycles will also change.  On some days, you will feel bright and 
alert after only a few hours of sleep; whereas on other days you will need 
longer periods of sleep.   Try to allow the body what it needs.

When you give yourselves ‘official permission to rest’, you are simply 
opening up the cellular structure to these magnetic frequencies, thereby 
allowing the body and the mind to acclimatize to them at a speedier and 



smoother pace. 

Many will find the need for cat-naps during the course of the day.  Take 
them.  Even if you are at office, use the lunch break to sit in a chair, relax and 
open to these energies.

How do we best connect with this new planet?

Just relax the body and make the intent to open to its energies.  For your 
convenience, we suggest you visualize it as a vibrant, silver-coloured star; 
one that constantly emits energies and rays in all directions.  This visual is 
not physically accurate, but it is energetically accurate. 

Is this planet inhabited?

Yes, it is; by magnificent beings who are not in physical form.  They have 
immense energy and vibration.  You will be introduced to them over time.

How does this connection benefit us?

These vibrations are speeding up the evolutionary processes of all the 
kingdoms of Planet Earth.  The human race is going to use them primarily 
to stimulate consciousness.  

Nothing occurs randomly in the Universe.  This planet has not just randomly 
appeared in your ambit; it has responded to the call of the higher 
consciousness of Earth.

May we name the planet for ourselves?

Of course.   When you ‘name’ a person, or planet, or situation for yourselves, 
you create an instant connection and energetic flow between the two.

We are constantly learning of new energies, new portals and new vortexes.  
Are we not being over-stimulated?

(Laughing) These opportunities have to be offered to the human race, so 
that it can grow and evolve.  Everything that is being offered is not accessed 
by every member of the human race.   It is your divine right to sift and 



choose what suits you, at any given moment in time.

It’s just like life.  A magnificent University will offer you the choice of 
thousands of courses.  You will scan them all and choose a combination 
that suits your propensity and your desire to grow and evolve.  (Laughing 
again)  No, dear friend, you are not being over-stimulated.  You enjoy it 
thoroughly!

Now let us move further. Along with this, new frequencies are also being 
emitted by the Sun and the Moon; ones that will also contribute to your 
growth and evolution. 

The Moon is currently responsible for ‘the re-surfacing of old issues’.  Lunar 
energies, which are both beautiful and powerful, are working like a gentle 
mother, urging her children to awaken and shed unwanted debris.  So if you 
are confused about an issue that has arisen, or about an ache in a body 
part, connect with lunar energies for the answer.

Lunar energies are also currently working with all natural elements on 
Planet Earth: water, fire, wind, and so on.   Tremendous upgrades and 
changes are taking place worldwide through natural elements.  This year, be 
prepared for cleansing through fire and water.  There will be more tornados, 
fires (both artificial and natural forest fires), water movements and so on.  
This cleansing will pave the way for the emergence of wonderful, new 
energies. 

Some countries are, as collectives, choosing to cleanse themselves.  One 
such country is Great Britain.  This cleanse has been demanded, not by the 
people, but by the consciousness of the country itself. 

The consciousness is aware that the country has gone into self-destructive 
mode, and it is choosing to self-cleanse.  Some events will appear 
‘negative’, such as fire and terrorism; other events will be beautiful, uplifting 
ones.  The country wishes to rise up and re-discover its lost sense of 
integrity. 

Many countries are in the process of doing just this: we simply used Great 



Britain as an example.  India will shortly follow suit.  It has not even begun 
here yet. 

So we suggest you connect with the Moon and invite her energies into your 
bodies.  As you well know, she strongly influences the ebb and flow of the 
ocean tides.  As 70% of your bodies are water, she has the same effect on 
you.  And this is going to be intensified this year.   This will cause strong 
changes in your moods, thought-processes and internal energies: simply 
align with the process.  It’s all happening ‘for the best’.

Women, in particular, are likely to experience erratic menstrual cycles this 
year.   Pregnant women will experience a lot of energetic and physical 
movement in the womb.

Similarly, lunar energies will stimulate and intensify the creative urges of 
men and women alike.   It is your responsibility to put these into action.

Now let us speak of the Sun.  Solar energies have always been a vital part of 
earth’s evolution, and solar flares have been bombarding the planet for 
eons.  You are now being bathed in solar ionic rays.  These are new, physical 
rays of energies that are comprised of ions to which you have never before 
been exposed. 

These solar ionic rays will stimulate your masculine energies, urging you to 
be pro-active and to initiate that which you need to do in your lives.  They 
will urge you to take action with focus, dedication and courage; they will also 
help you initiate that which is appropriate for personal growth and evolution. 

The lunar and solar energies will work hand-in-hand over the entire course of 
the year.  You will therefore experience more and more creative urges, and 
feel impelled to put these into creative action.

One person may feel urged to start a new business venture, another may 
feel impelled to streamline his finances, and a third may feel urged to better 
communicate with others, and so on.  Use the creative and initiative urges 
to your benefit, as seamlessly as you can.  



Surely the appearance of this new planet is going to throw off astrology as we 
know it?  Will Astrologers even recognize its effect on their calculations?   
Does it affect our old charts?

Yes, indeed it does.   It adds new energies to who you are and what you 
choose to do.  Some of the information in your old charts is still valid, a 
portion will be modified by these new energies, and other aspects will not 
hold good at all. 

There are all kinds of astrologers.  Those who keep current with energies 
will sense the energetic presence of this new planet (even if they don’t 
consciously know of its presence) and will factor this into their calculations.  
Others will not; their charts will be totally inaccurate. 

We have recently been introduced to so many new energies; ones that literally 
appear to bombard earth.  Is this an answer to the call of the collective 
consciousness?

Yes, indeed it has.  It is an ever-increasing loop: as you put out the call, new 
energies upgrade the planet.  With this rise in consciousness, you naturally 
put out a call for even more refined and advanced energies.  And this 
ever-evolving spiral continues.   As it should. 

We repeat: 2017 and 2018 are likely to be the most energetically vibrant 
years you will ever experience in this lifetime. Enjoy the energies, and keep 
pace with them.

YOU ARE BLESSED BY THE ENERGIES OF THE SHIV COLLECTIVE.

                                *********************************




